6.
6.1

LAB TRACKER
Introduction
Lab Tracker is a separate module that allows you to:
•
record the analysis results from samples taken at a survey
•
load the analysis results into the survey project
•
work with Bulk Sample projects by:
−
creating a Bulk Sample project
−
booking in Bulk Samples
−
recording Bulk Sample analysis results
−
producing the Bulk certificate
•
check Lab results.

6.2

Recording sample analysis results
When you book in a survey project with samples, a record is created for each sample
taken on the survey. You can scroll through and record the results of sample analysis
on Lab Tracker and update the project with the results. The first part of the procedure
is to record the analysis results. This is usually performed in a laboratory environment.
Once analysis results have been entered, only the original analyst can amend those
results. A full audit trail of changes is kept and can be displayed from the Fibre
Analysis screen by using the View Audit Log button.
To record sample analysis results:
1.

Select option 3, Projects, from the Main menu to display the Projects menu.

2.

Select option 8, Survey & Lab Menu, from the Projects menu.

3.

Select option 2, Enter/Amend Fibre Analysis, from the Survey & Lab menu.
A window is displayed for you to select the project for which you want to record
analysis results.

4.
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Type in the project number or select it from the drop-down list in the Choose
Project field, then click on OK.
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Tracker asks if you want to create a fibre analysis record for each sample in the
project and informs you of the number created.
The Fibre Analysis window is displayed.

The first record is displayed, showing the Sample ID, Location, and Surveyor’s
Assessment. The total number of records created is displayed at the bottom of
the screen. Each record is to be completed in turn.
5.

If you use your own reference system in the lab, record a reference in the Lab
Ref field.

6.

Select a description of the sample size in the Sample Size field. You can also
type in your own description.

7.

Select the lab analyst’s assessment of the material of the sample in the Analyst’s
Assessment field.

8.

Enter details of the microscope and lens used in the Microscope and Objective
Lens fields.

9.

If you wish to use the full analysis recording facility in Tracker, complete the
fields on the Analysis 1 tab to record the analysis results. Drop-down lists are
available on all the fields for you to select the correct entry. You can also enter
free text in the Initial Appearance, Morphology and the four Colour
Perpendicular Polariser and Colour Parallel Polariser fields.
If you carry out the recording of analysis results on paper or an alternative
system, then you do not need to complete all the analysis fields. You need only
complete the Analysis field.
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To allow for the recording of multiple analyses for one sample there are eight tabs
available. Use the Analysis 2 to 8 tabs as required to record additional analyses for
the sample.
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As you select the analysis in the Analysis field, it is displayed in the Full
Analysis field below the tabs. If you then select an analysis on another tab, this is
appended to the first analysis in the Full Analysis field so that you can see at a
glance different analysis results recorded for the sample. If the analysis is the
same as on a previous tab, then the duplicate is not displayed. Similarly, a ‘No
asbestos detected’ or ‘Inconclusive’ analysis result is not displayed if there is also
a positive asbestos identification made – in this case, only the positive
identification is displayed in the Full Analysis field.



Tracker is used by many labs that have successfully passed UKAS assessment over
many inspection cycles. You need, however, to be aware that every lab’s Quality
System is different and that it is your responsibility to ensure that Tracker fulfils the
requirements of your Quality Manual and meets the needs of your UKAS Quality
Assessor.
The following table shows the possible values that you can select for each field.
This is the standard Tracker list, if the values do not meet your requirements they
can be amended.
Field Name
Sample Preparation

Initial Appearance

RI Liquid

Birefringent

Dry Picking
Wet Separation
Grinding
Other
Asbestiform
MMMF
Organic
Inorganic
Other
1.55
1.580
1.605
1.64
1.67
1.70
None
Low
Medium
High

Pleochroism

Yes
No

Morphology

Curly
Straight
Brush

Appearance 45 Polariser

Angle of Extinction
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Possible Values

White
Brown
Milky
Coloured
Parallel
Small Angle
Oblique
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Field Name
First Order Red Tint Plate

Possible Values
Length slow
Length fast
Neither

Colour Perpendicular Polariser1
and 2

White
Yellow
Gold
Blue
Green
Orange
Purple
Magenta

Colour Parallel Polariser 1 and
2

White
Yellow
Gold
Blue
Green
Orange
Purple
Magenta

Extent

Analysis

Trace
Significant
Substantial
Actinolite
Amosite
Anthophyllite
Chrysotile
Crocidolite
No asbestos detected
Other components
Tremolite

10. Select a general description of the sample, eg Asbestos Insulating Board (AIB),
in the Confirmation of Product Type field.
If there is any discrepancy between the product type selected in the
Confirmation of Product Type field and that displayed in the Surveyor’s
Assessment or Analyst’s Assessment fields, then the product type displayed in
the Confirmation of Product Type field is the one that takes precedence and
appears on the certificate.
11. Record any comments in the following fields:
•
Reported Comments – use this field for any comments that you wish to
include on the certificate
•
Non-Reported Comments – use this field for any comments you wish to
make that are not to appear on the certificate.
12. Provide information relating to who performed the analysis and when in the
Analysed by and Date fields.
These fields are pre-filled with data taken from your Tracker login.
The Checked by and Date fields may be completed later when these checks are
done.
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If you are using the automatic checking system, leave the Checked by and Date fields
blank as the checking process will complete them for you.



Refer to Section 6.5, Checking analysis results, for details on how to use this quick method of
identifying and accessing samples for checking.

13. Use the navigation buttons at the bottom of the window to display other records
so that you can record all sample analysis results for the project.
14. When you have finished entering the analysis results, close the Fibre Analysis
Records window by clicking on
in its top right-hand corner.
If you have recorded a result against each sample, a message asks you to confirm
that you have finished working with the analysis records. You must confirm that
you have finished working with the analysis records before you can update the
project with analysis results by using the Load Fibre Analysis button.



Refer to Section 6.3, Updating the project with analysis results, for further information on
using the Load Fibre Analysis button.

15. Click on Yes to return to the Enter/Amend Fibre Analysis window.
16. Click on Cancel to return to the Survey & Lab menu.

6.3

Updating the project with analysis results
After recording the results of sample analysis on Lab Tracker, you must update the
survey project with the sample analysis results. With Lab Tracker, this becomes a task
very quickly completed.
This task is usually an administrative task, not one done in the laboratory.
To update the project:
1.

Display the required project on the Projects window.

2.

Click on the Surveys tab which provides additional functionality for recording
asbestos surveys.
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Display the drop-down list on the Choose Task field and select the View Survey
Data option.
The Survey Detail window is displayed.

The analysis results are shown in the Fibre Analysis section, in the top right-hand
portion of the window.
4.

Click on the Load Fibre Analysis button to update the survey items.
The following fields are updated for the sample (‘S’) records and also for the
cross-referenced sample (‘X’) records:
•
•
•

Identification
Asbestos Type
Material Score.

The Overall Score is also updated, by adding the new Material Score to the
Priority Score.
5.
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Close the Survey Detail window by clicking on

in its top right-hand corner.
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Working with Bulk Sample projects
There is a type of project in Tracker called Bulk Sample. Bulk Sample projects are
designed to help you manage large numbers of samples, whether the analysis is
handled in-house or outsourced. Lab Tracker allows you to work with Bulk Sample
projects and perform the following tasks:
•
create a Bulk Sample project (this is typically an admin task)
•
book in Bulk Samples (this is a lab task)
•
record Bulk Sample analysis results (this is a lab task)
•
load the Bulk Sample analysis results into the project ready for the certificate to
be produced (this is typically an admin task and produces the certificates).

6.4.1 Creating a Bulk Sample project
You create a Bulk Sample project in the same way as you create any other project,
ensuring that you select the Bulk Sample project type. You can create a project from
the Projects menu or from the client’s details in the client database. If you create the
project from the client, then some details are automatically copied on to the new
project record.
Creating the project from the Projects menu
To create a Bulk Sample project:
1.

Select option 3, Projects, from the Main menu to display the Projects menu.

2.

Select option 2, Create New Project, from the Projects menu to display the
Projects window.

3.

Type the alphanumeric project number in the Project Number field.
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The number is made up of a single character, identifying the office creating the
project, followed by a five-digit number, eg C-12345.
When you have entered the first character of the project number, a message is
displayed asking if you would like the system to allocate the next available
project number.
Click on Yes if you would like the system to allocate the number, or No if you
want to type in your own number.





Start Software can alter the format of the project number, if requested.
4.

Click the Confirm button to ensure that this project keeps the allocated project
number. This feature is particularly useful in multi-user environments.

5.

Type in or use the drop-down list on the Client field to select the ID of the client
for this project.

If you create the project from the Clients window then this field is automatically
completed for you.
When you have selected the client a series of three messages is displayed. These
messages, in turn, ask whether you want to use the client’s name and address
details, as stored in the client database, for the site address and the report
recipient’s name and address.
Click on Yes or No as appropriate to the messages. If you click Yes, then Project
Tracker copies the client address into the relevant part of the Addresses tab.
6.

Type the Purchase Order number for the project in the PO field, or if it is already
recorded on the system use the drop-down list to select the number.

7.

Type the Quotation number for the project in the PO field, or if it is already
recorded on the system use the drop-down list to select the number.

8.

Use the drop-down list on the Project Type field to select the Bulk Sample
project type.
A message asks if you would like to copy the milestone template for projects of
this type into the new project record.
Click on No if you do not want to use the project template. Click on Yes to copy
the list of milestones from the project template onto the Milestone tab. You can
amend the template milestones as necessary for the new project.
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Type a one-line description of the site where the work is to take place in the
Site/Job Name field.

10. Type the postcode of the site in the Post Code field.
11. Enter a status for the project in the Project Status field or select one from the
drop-down list.
12. In the Consultant/PM field, select the member of staff who is to act as the
Project Manager.
The list available is limited to those members of staff with the Project Manage
authority tick box ticked on the Staff screen.



Refer to Section 2.3, Maintaining staff details, for further information on staff authorities.

13. Enter a sales classification for the project or select one from the drop-down list
on the Sales Class field.
14. In the Sales Contact field, select the member of staff who is to act as the sales
contact.
15. Type or select the name of the person whom the Surveyor should contact at the
site in the Site Contact field.
16. Type or select the name of the landlord of the site in the Landlord field.
17. Select the area of the site to be included in the survey from the drop-down list on
the Area field.
You have now completed the top section of the Projects window and can move
on to complete the following tabs:
•
Milestones
•
Addresses
•
Financials/Planning
•
Staff.
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18. If not already displayed, click on the Milestones tab to display the project
milestones.

19. Complete the first two fields:
•
Quote Produced – enter the date on which the quote for this project was
produced
•
Order Received – enter the date on which the order for this project was
received
The third field, Project Opened, is automatically completed with today’s date.
20. Add or amend the project milestones as required for this project.
If you used the project template you may not need to change any of the
milestones.
21. Click on the Addresses tab and type in any missing information for the invoice,
site and report recipient names and addresses.
22. Click on the Financials/Planning tab and enter time, cost and value figures for the
project.
23. Click on the Staff tab and build up a full list of staff who will be involved in the
project by selecting their names and roles.
You are now ready to record the Bulk Sample details.
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Refer to Recording Bulk Sampling tab details in this section for further instructions on how to
complete the Bulk Sampling tab.
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Creating the project from the client details
To create a new Bulk Sample project or job from the client’s details:



1.

Select option 1, Client Management, from the Main menu to display the Client
Management menu.

2.

Select option 1, Browse Client Database, from the Client Management menu to
display the Clients window.

3.

Search for the client.

Refer to Section 3.3, Working with client details, for further information on how to search for a
client.

4.

Click on the Projects tab to display projects undertaken for the client.

5.

Create a new project by clicking on the New Record button on the Projects tab to
display the Projects screen.
Project Tracker automatically includes the client’s details in the new project, and
immediately asks whether you want to use the client’s details, as stored in the
client database, for the site address and the report recipient’s name and address.

6.

Continue to define the project as described above for creating a project from the
Projects menu.

Recording Bulk Sampling tab details
The Bulk Sampling tab requires information relating specifically to the bulk samples.
For a new project, you must record details of when the samples were taken or
received, and then build a list of the samples included in the Bulk Sample project.
To record the Bulk Sample details:
1.
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With the project displayed on the Projects window, click the Bulk Sampling tab.
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2.

In the Date Samples field select ‘Taken’ or ‘Received’ to indicate whether the
samples were taken in-house or were received from a third party.

3.

In the adjacent field, type the date the samples were taken or received as
appropriate.

4.

Specify who took the samples in the Sampled By field.
If the client did the sampling, simply double click in the Sampled By field to
insert “Client”. Otherwise, select the required name.

5.

If it is not already displayed, click on the Sample Setup tab.

6.

For each sample supplied, record the number, location and material of the sample
in the Number, Location and Material fields to build a list of the samples
included in the Bulk Sample project.

7.

When you have finished listing the samples, close the Project window by
clicking on
in its top right-hand corner.

6.4.2 Booking in Bulk Samples
When the laboratory receives the Bulk Samples, they must first book them in before
recording the analysis results. Booking in Bulk Samples is often performed at the
same time as actually doing the analysis.
To book in Bulk Samples:
1.

Select option 3, Projects, from the Main menu to display the Projects menu.

2.

Select option 8, Survey & Lab Menu, from the Projects menu.

3.

Select option 1, Book Samples In, from the Laboratory menu.
A window is displayed for you to select the project for which you want to book
in samples.
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Type in the project number or select it from the drop-down list in the Choose
Project field, then click on OK.
A message is displayed to confirm that the Bulk Sample has been booked in.

5.

Click on OK to remove the message.
The Choose Bulk Sample to Book In window stays open so that you can easily
book in samples for multiple projects.

6.

Click on Cancel to close the Choose Bulk Sample to Book In window.

6.4.3 Recording Bulk Sample analysis results
When the samples have been booked in by the laboratory, the analysis results can be
recorded.
To record Bulk Sample analysis results:
1.

Select option 3, Projects, from the Main menu to display the Projects menu.

2.

Select option 8, Survey & Lab Menu, from the Projects menu.

3.

Select option 2, Enter/Amend Fibre Analysis, from the Laboratory menu.
A window is displayed for you to select the project for which you want to record
Bulk Sample analysis results.

4.

Type in the project number or select it from the drop-down list in the Choose
Project field, then click on OK.
You are asked whether you want Tracker to create fibre analysis records for each
sample in the project. Click Yes to create the records and OK to display the Fibre
Analysis Records window.
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The first record is displayed, showing the Sample ID, Location, and Surveyor’s
Assessment. The total number of records created is displayed at the bottom of
the screen. Each record is to be completed in turn.
5.

If the lab uses their own reference system, record their reference in the Lab Ref
field.

6.

Select a description of the sample size in the Sample Size field. You can also
type in your own description.

7.

Select the lab analyst’s assessment of the material of the sample from the
Analyst’s Assessment field.

8.

Enter details of the microscope and lens used in the Microscope and Objective
Lens fields.

9.

If you wish to use the full analysis recording facility in Tracker, complete the
fields on the Analysis 1 tab to record the analysis results. Drop-down lists are
available on all the fields for you to select the correct entry. You can also enter
free text in the Initial Appearance, Morphology and the four Colour
Perpendicular Polariser and Colour Parallel Polariser fields.
If you carry out the recording of analysis results on paper or an alternative
system, then you do not need to complete all the analysis fields. You need only
complete the Analysis field.



To allow for the recording of multiple analyses for one sample there are eight tabs
available. Use the Analysis 2 to 8 tabs as required to record additional analyses for
the sample.
As you select the analysis in the Analysis field, it is displayed in the Full
Analysis field below the tabs. If you then select an analysis on another tab, this is
appended to the first analysis in the Full Analysis field so that you can see at a
glance different analysis results recorded for the sample. If the analysis is the
same as on a previous tab, then the duplicate is not displayed. Similarly, a ‘No
asbestos detected’ or ‘Inconclusive’ analysis result is not displayed if there is also
a positive asbestos identification made – in this case, only the positive
identification is displayed in the Full Analysis field.
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Tracker is used by many labs that have successfully passed UKAS assessment
hundreds of times. You need, however, to be aware that every lab’s Quality System is
different and that it is your responsibility to ensure that Tracker fulfils the
requirements of your Quality Manual and meets the needs of your UKAS Quality
Assessor.
The following table shows the possible values that you can select for each field.
This is the standard Tracker list, if the values do not meet your requirements they
can be amended.
Field Name
Sample Preparation

Initial Appearance

RI Liquid

Birefringent

Dry Picking
Wet Separation
Grinding
Other
Asbestiform
MMMF
Organic
Inorganic
Other
1.55
1.580
1.605
1.64
1.67
1.70
None
Low
Medium
High

Pleochroism

Yes
No

Morphology

Curly
Straight
Brush

Appearance 45 Polariser

White
Brown
Milky
Coloured

Angle of Extinction

Parallel
Small Angle
Oblique

First Order Red Tint Plate

Length slow
Length fast
Neither

Colour Perpendicular Polariser1
and 2
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Possible Values

White
Yellow
Gold
Blue
Green
Orange
Purple
Magenta
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Field Name
Colour Parallel Polariser 1 and
2

Extent

Analysis

Possible Values
White
Yellow
Gold
Blue
Green
Orange
Purple
Magenta
Trace
Significant
Substantial
Actinolite
Amosite
Anthophyllite
Chrysotile
Crocidolite
No asbestos detected
Other components
Tremolite

10. Select a general description of the sample, eg Asbestos Insulating Board (AIB),
in the Confirmation of Product Type field.
If there is any discrepancy between the product type selected in the
Confirmation of Product Type field and that selected in the Surveyor’s
Assessment or Analyst’s Assessment fields, then the product type displayed in
the Confirmation of Product Type field is the one that takes precedence and
appears on the certificate.
11. Record any comments in the following fields:
•
Reported Comments – use this field for any comments that you wish to
include on the certificate
•
Non-Reported Comments – use this field for any comments you wish to
make that are not to appear on the certificate.
12. Provide information relating to who performed the analysis and when in the
Analysed by and Date fields.
These fields are pre-filled with data taken from your Tracker login.
The Checked by and Date fields may be completed later when these checks are
done.



If you are using the automatic checking system, leave the Checked by and Date fields
blank as the checking process will complete them for you.



Refer to Section 6.5, Checking analysis results, for details on how to use this quick method of
identifying and accessing samples for checking.
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13. Use the navigation buttons at the bottom of the window to display other sample
records so that you can record all sample analysis results for the project.
14. When you have finished entering the analysis results, close the Fibre Analysis
Records window by clicking on
in its top right-hand corner.
If you have recorded a result against each sample, a message asks you to confirm
that you have finished working with the analysis records.
15. Click on Yes to return to the Enter/Amend Fibre Analysis window.
16. Click on Cancel to return to the Survey & Lab menu.
Once the Bulk Sample analysis results have been entered, the Admin team must be
informed so that they can load the records.

6.4.4 Loading the Bulk Sample analysis results
When you receive notification that the Bulk Sample analysis results have been
recorded, you can load the results into the project record so that they are available for
inclusion in reports.
This task is usually an administrative task, not one done in the laboratory.
To load the Bulk Sample analysis results:
1.

Display the required project on the Projects window.

2.

Click on the Bulk Sampling tab.

3.

Click on the Results tab.
A message asks you to confirm that you would like to load the lab analysis
records.

4.

Click on Yes to load the lab analysis records.
The Results tab is then displayed, showing a summary of the analysis results.
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5.

If required, display the loaded analysis results by clicking on the Lab Analysis
tab.

6.

Click the Bulk Certificate button to produce the Bulk Certificate report for the
project.

7.

Close the Projects window by clicking on

in its top right-hand corner.
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Checking analysis results
A selection of analysis results is usually checked each day to confirm the accuracy of
the lab analysis. Tracker gives you two methods by which to check sample analysis:
•
assigning individual samples to a recheck project which is reanalysed each day
(or at a frequency determined by your own procedures). Using this method, full
records are kept in Tracker of the recheck analysis results
•
using Tracker’s automatic Lab checking system to select samples for checking.
This method enables you either to add automatically selected random samples to
a recheck project or to record manually the outcome of the recheck.

6.5.1 Assigning samples to a recheck project
As you are recording analysis results in Tracker, you can choose to mark individual
samples for rechecking. All samples marked in this way are copied to a special
rechecking project which you create each day. You can open this project and record
fibre analysis results as normal. When you have finished reanalysing the samples there
is a report that you can run to compare the original analysis with the checked analysis.
To assign samples to a recheck project and compare the analysis:
1.

Each morning create a new Bulk Sample project with the Site/Job Name field
set to ‘Analysis Recheck’.
To save you typing in the site/job name, if the project type is Bulk Sample then
there is an Analysis Recheck tick box displayed below the Site/Job Name field.
Tick this box to enter ‘Analysis Recheck’ automatically as the site/job name.
As this project is for internal use, you can enter your own company as the client.
This is the project to which you will assign samples for rechecking.

2.
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Complete all the necessary details on the tabs to set up the project then close the
Projects screen.
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3.

Enter lab analysis results against samples for Asbestos Survey and Bulk Analysis
projects as normal throughout the day using the Fibre Analysis screen.

4.

Whenever you encounter a sample that you think should be rechecked, assign it
to today’s Analysis Recheck project:
•
With the fibre analysis records displayed on the Fibre Analysis screen,
select today’s recheck project from the dropdown list on the Add to
Recheck Project field.
The dropdown list shows only projects with the site/job name of ‘Analysis
Rechecks’ that were created today.

•
•

Use the navigation bar at the bottom of the Fibre Analysis screen to display
the sample that you want to add to the recheck project.
Click the Add button adjacent to the Add to Recheck Project field.
A message informs you that the sample has been added to the recheck
project:

•
5.
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Click OK to remove the message and continue analysing samples and
entering results.

When you are ready to carry out the rechecks, open today’s recheck project on
the Projects screen and display the Bulk Sample tab:
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The samples that have been assigned to this project are listed on the Sample
Setup tab.
6.

Complete the remaining fields on the Bulk Sample tab, then close the Projects
screen.

7.

Select option 2, Enter/Amend Fibre Analysis, from the Survey & Lab menu and
choose today’s recheck project.

The first of the samples assigned to the recheck project is displayed on the Fibre
Analysis screen.

8.
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Re-do the analysis for this and all remaining samples in the recheck project and
record the results on the Fibre Analysis screen.
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Load the analysis results into the recheck project:
•
Open today’s recheck project on the Projects screen and display the Bulk
Sample tab.

•

Click on the Results tab and confirm that you would like to load the lab
analysis records. The Results tab is then displayed, showing a summary of
the analysis results.

10. Compare the original analysis and the recheck analysis:
•
Select option 5, Reports & Queries, from the main menu.
•
Select the Lab category on the Reports screen.
•
Double click on the ‘Lab Rechecks – Analysis Comparison’ report to
display the output on screen.
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6.5.2 Using Tracker’s automatic Lab checking system
Tracker has an automatic Lab checking facility that provides a quick way for you to
identify and access samples that require checking. The automatic checking can also be
used in conjunction with recheck projects, by adding the required number of random
samples to today’s recheck project.



Refer to Section 6.5.1, Assigning samples to a recheck project, for details on how to work with
recheck projects.

To use the automatic checking facility:
1.

Select option 3, Projects, from the Main menu to display the Projects menu.

2.

Select option 8, Survey & Lab Menu, from the Projects menu.

3.

Select option 3, Check Results, from the Survey & Lab menu.
The Check Lab Results screen is displayed.

4.

Enter the last working day in the Date field, eg 20/06/2012.
The screen shows a summary of the work done in the lab, with the number of
outstanding points shown in the Outstanding column. When all entries in this
column show as “0”, then all checks have been done.

5.
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Double-click on any entry in the Outstanding column that is greater than zero.
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A message is displayed asking if you wish to add the required number of samples
to a recheck project.
If you select Yes, you are asked to specify the recheck project to which you want
to add the required number of random samples. Specify the recheck project
number and click OK. You can then open the recheck project on the Fibre
Analysis screen and record the recheck analysis.



Refer to Section 6.5.1, Assigning samples to a recheck project, from step 5 onwards, for details
on how to work with recheck projects.

If you select No, the system displays a list of random samples for you to check as
in the following example screen. The number of random samples generated is
calculated to ensure that sufficient checks are made.

6.

Repeat the analysis of the first sample listed and enter the results in the Check
Analysis column.
If more than one analysis result needs to be recorded for a sample, then type them
both, or all, in the field as one string, for example ‘Actinolite Anthophyllite’.

7.

Enter your name (or initials) in the Checked by column to indicate that you have
performed the quality check.
You must ensure that you record your name in the same way as on the Fibre
Analysis screens. This is to ensure that the system counts checks as well as
original samples when working out daily points totals.

8.
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Click out of the Checked by column to display the original analysis result of the
sample in the Analysis columns. The date on which the recheck took place is
also displayed automatically.
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If the recheck analysis is the same as the original analysis results, then the Check
OK? tickbox is automatically ticked.
9.

Repeat steps 6-8 for each sample listed.
Inform the Supervisor or Lab Manager as appropriate of any mismatches
between original and checked analyses.

10. Go back to the Check Lab Results screen and click Generate/Refresh to confirm
that no outstanding rechecks are required.
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